For Griffin, Holiday's insistence on placing the lynched and burned black body in the pastoral landscape disrupts spurious constructs of the South as Arcadia. Griffin seemingly intends to applaud Holiday for forcing a recognition of the South's violence; however, Griffin's language has larger implications for this study. For my purposes, "placing the black body in the very center of the pastoral" results in a revision of the American Southern pastoral genre itself.
While, in the African American pastoral, this reasserted black body is the enslaved body-lynched, maimed, tortured, and abused by racism and its institutionalized powers-it is also the ancestral body, with its accompanying folk culture and practices, spirituality, community, and kinship networks. Ernest Gaines implicitly affirms the conceptual model of this analysis: "I think that's what I have in my writing-you have that pastoral, agrarian thing-the fields, and the streams and the trees, and all that sort of thing, but then there's that other thing going on all the time" ("Interview" 318). Gaines's literature represents a profoundly reworked and revised American Southern pastoral in which "that other thing"-which implicitly encompasses slavery, racism, social protest, and resistance-is as endemic to the South as are the fields, streams, and trees.
In "The Site of Memory," Toni Morrison posits a useful paradigm for the African American pastoral tradition that highlights physical place as a seat of cultural memory:
You know, they straightened out the Mississippi River in places, to make room for houses and livable acreage. Occasionally the river floods these places. "Floods" is the word they use, but in fact it is not flooding; it is remembering. Remembering where it used to be. All water has a perfect memory and is forever trying to get back to where it was. Writers are like that: remembering where we were, what valley we ran through, what the banks were like, the light that was there and the route back to our original place. It is emotional memory-what the nerves and the skin remember as well as how it appeared. And a rush of imagination is our "flooding." (119) One of the images offered by this passage is that of the writer inherently connected to a past that is imprinted in a particular time and place. The relationship that emerges between author and place is one of reciprocity: The geography is contextualized within cultural narratives, and the authors, through memory, unearth the stories held in that historic space.
Morrison's metaphoric flooding also introduces water as a crucial geographical marker. Water, as a designation of the "original place," suggests a shared historic origin, beginning with the Middle Passage. The African American pastoral is connected to the material conditions of slavery and its aftermath, and as a result it is reasonable to conclude that this "original place" encompasses what Benston calls "the debasing ground of the Middle Passage and slavery" (151). The African American pastoral assumes the inscription of that fluid site, with its unspeakable horror, onto the Southern landscape.
As Carl Pedersen posits, "For African Americans the Atlantic was a different kind of space. Instead of a breach separating past from present, it constituted a transformative Middle Passage where an African past and the American future, one in danger of fading from memory, the other imposing its hegemonic will, were constantly in conflict over contested spheres of power" (42). In this way, the Middle Passage can be seen as a locus of hybrid cultural identity for African Americans. As Deborah McDowell states, "From the moment of contact, those cultures began a process of syncresis in which the artifacts, the belief systems, the assumptions of each became inextricably entwined with the other, and it is sometimes hard to know where the one stops and the other starts" (Christian, McDowell and McKay 209) . Similarly, Claudine Raynaud characterizes the Middle Passage as a liminal space: "The Middle Passage, this inevitable progress-drifting?-from a lost origin to a forced destination, is a space of inbetweenness, the place of the motion from a home to hell, from a lost homeland to (in)hospitable lands that must become home" (71). Thus, the transatlantic voyage is inherent in the African American pastoral, as this literary tradition bears witness to the truncated narratives of the Middle Passage, the brutal practices of slavery, and the paradoxical configuration of the South through myth and memory.
The navigation of the Middle Passage was brutal for the Africans who endured this voyage to the "New World." The slave ships, carrying human cargo far outweighing their capacity, provide an important beginning for locating burial sites. In addition to the fact that gravesites are structures that reveal merely the trace of ancestors through bodily remains, African American graves, from the beginning, evoke invisibility. These "first burials" into a "watery grave," as Wright and Hughes characterize them, occurred as a result of rampant disease, inhuman living conditions, and suicide aboard the sea vessels. This is a significant aspect of the history of burials, as some estimates suggest that the mortality rate on these ships exceeded fifty percent (Wright and Hughes 3).
It is tenable to employ the Middle Passage as an extended metaphor for the interment of African American enslaved populations in the South. Beginning with the slave ship voyages and continuing to the postReconstruction period, the burials accorded to enslaved African peoples were often characterized by indifference and expediency. The waters of the Atlantic Ocean flowing from the tributaries of the South expand this site of death to America. Indeed, the slaveholders' penchant for "the convenient disposal of slave corpses by throwing them into the river" (Kruger-Kahloula, "On the Wrong" 142) echoes the burial practices of the Middle Passage, further inscribing the water as a place of death and beginning-a fluid boundary that both disrupts and connects.
The material history of death in the South, with its juxtaposition of enslaved peoples struggling to maintain their honored rituals and the dominant culture's violent dismissal of African cultural practices further indicates the complexity of the African American pastoral. The Middle Passage is a continuum that connects Africa to America, and thus funerary rituals are one of many legacies that survived this voyage. African American grave decorations are a particular African resonance. Many of the "offerings" at gravesites are "associated with water or can be interpreted as water symbols, and include pitchers, tumblers, cups, bottles and sea shells" (Vlach 143). Vlach explicates the predominance of water imagery in African American cemeteries: "When placed on top of the grave they create an image of a river bottom, the environment in African belief under which the realm of the dead is located." Therefore, it is not only the Middle Passage that suggests water burials, but a belief of the Kongo religion that ancestors "inhabit villages of the dead located under river beds or lake bottoms" (Vlach 143).
The interrelationship between the ancestors and the community is a philosophical underpinning of many African religions; as a result, African rituals surrounding the dead are quite extensive. Elaborate grave decorations are one symbol of this honor.1 The continuation of these practices after emancipation indicates that these customs survived slavery, despite the fact that during those years such rituals would have been thwarted entirely or practiced subversively. Because of the obvious import of these religious traditions, the denial of proper funerary rites-or even a recognized burial-amounted to a repudiation of the sacred.
During the antebellum period, funeral and burial rituals varied extensively, largely as a result of the slave master's will. Establishing that the terrain is haunted with ghosts from the past is an effective strategy for the eventual release of the spirits. In tending to his family's graves, each man performs a spontaneous act of communion with the dead, or what Sandra Shannon calls a "makeshift memorial service" (209). Once inside the graveyard, the men have a difficult time locating the exact placement of their families' graves: "Each family had a little plot, and everybody knowed where that little plot was. If it was a big family, then they had to have a little bit more, sometimes from the plot of a smaller family. But who cared? They had all come from the same place, they had mixed together when they was alive, so what's the difference if they mixed together now?" (Gaines 44). Again, Gaines reinforces the cemetery as ancestral geography that transcends the specificity of bloodlines. The intimacy that the community experiences is predicated on similar historical and cultural circumstances. Therefore, Gaines foregrounds the shared history of agrarian work and sharecropping through the men's necessary labor on the graveyard landscape. In order to tend to the graves, the men must jour-ney through tangled brush, weeds, and grasses. Read in this way, the men's agrarian work is, in effect, an homage to the ancestors. In fact, both . . . dirt-eating has a transatlantic as well as a regional basis. In a recent gallery show focused on memory, the African American artist Marianetta Porter displayed embossed silver muzzles covered with filigree: objects so beautiful that I gasped at their source. These mouth-stopping talismans recreated the muzzles that white southern slave owners used to silence or starve disobedient slaves-and to prevent the eating of dirt. Since soil can provide nourishment and oral pleasure, why was it so dangerous? In Africa and the Americas, dirt-eating "bedeviled masters who used muzzles to discourage its ill effects. Done in moderation it was apparently an indulgence, like chewing gum or tobacco and had possibly developed as a means of allaying hunger in times of famine. Consumed in quantity clay was supposed to be a means of suicide." (Yaeger ix-x) Patricia Yaeger's comments provide context for the consumption of land and its fruits, dirt and soil in the African American literary tradition. These acts, epitomized by the elders in Gathering, signal a kind of communion with the South, a landscape that may be at once nourishing, pleasurable, and suicidal (to paraphrase Yaeger) but above all else, a landscape that is home.
Other writers have also employed Southern dirt as a signifier of home. Alice Walker, in "The Black Writer and the Southern Experience," concretizes her relationship with the Southern soil, claiming that "in the cities it cannot be so clear to one that he is a creature of the earth, feeling the soil between the toes, smelling the dust thrown up by the rain, loving the earth so much that one longs to taste it and sometimes does" (21).8 John Oliver Killens, in the introduction to Black Southern Voices, argues that the Southern land is central to African American culture:
... the bottom line for "Nationhood" and "Liberation" is land, earth, soil and dirt. Black dirt; our own black dirt to dig black hands into, black Southern dirt to create upon, the good clean sweet black loamy earth, to hold, to smell, to touch, to taste, to cultivate, to watch the good earth grow, harvest and prosper, to forge black and positive images. There certainly was and is no dirt available in the crowded Northern cities except in the filth-and vermin-infested tenements of the In keeping with the African American pastoral, Gaines's elderly men's nourishment is somewhat mitigated, for they are also ingesting the brutality that accompanied the Southern agrarian systems of slavery and sharecropping. The placement of the acorns and pecans under foot suggests that they are metonymic substitutions for the bodies of the ancestors. Not only has the community put its labor into the maintenance of the land-plowing the fields, tilling the soil, clearing the underbrush, picking the crops-but its constituents' bodies are now returned to the earth, nourish-ing the soil with their very being. For many Christians, transubstantiation is a most profound moment, for "what is given to [them] is the giver himself" (Schillebeeckx 138 ). This concrete consumption of the Lord's body provides spiritual nourishment, which reminds believers to consider the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The elderly men's intake of the pecans/ ancestral body allows them to face the sacrifices made by family and community in order to ensure the men's survival-a survival that depends, in part, on their ability to build community. Neil Darragh reads the Eucharist as an expression of unity among Christians (97); in the same way, Gaines's rendering of the Eucharistic celebration provides the catalyst for unity among the African American men. Despite their age and health, the men put aside their differences and unite to take responsibility for the murder, despite their lack of participation in the killing.
Because the food of the trees remains underfoot, the men are unable to escape the reality of the situation within the circumscribed area of the cemetery. However, in the correlation of the pecans with the ancestors, Gaines carries the theme of the Southern land as a larger, symbolic graveyard throughout the text. Gaines's use of the pecans as a recurring motif (either in the consumption of pecans or the contiguity of the trees to the men) reveals that even outside the literal graveyards the old men are connected to their material history.
The men's foray into the cemetery allows for a remembrance of painful histories. There they begin to share their stories, and in many cases the men confess to their participation in the systems of racism that devastated the lives of families and friends. Sandra Shannon asserts that "this tribute to their dead becomes apocalyptic in its foreshadowing of the group's potential for retaliation. As they recall incidents of past cowardice, the reader understands the extent of the personal debts they owe their relatives for years of Silas, alone with mules, challenges and triumphs over the Cajuns and their tractors, although his victory is met by the Cajuns' scorn. They beat Silas viciously with cane stalks: As Tucker tells the crowd, " 'He was supposed to lose years ago, and because he didn't lose like a nigger is supposed to lose, they beat him. And they beat him and they beat him' " (Gaines 97). The Cajuns' method of punishment is particularly cruel, as they beat Silas with the very crop that sharecroppers had tended for so many years. Here, Gaines reinforces the Cajuns' sense of ownership over African Americans and the land. The tragedy of the story is compounded for Tucker, who feels complicit with these forces of domination because he " 'didn't do nothing but stand there and watch them beat [his] brother down to the ground' " (97). Tucker must make a public confession, and more importantly ask for forgiveness from his brother. He turns his gaze from the men to the cemetery where Silas is buried to plead for forgiveness.12
The silence surrounding Tucker's sharing of the tale is typically reserved for places of worship. In this context, the consecrated land pays reverence to Tucker's story, as it too holds sway for the narrative: "Everything was quietthe weeds, the fields, the swampseverything quiet, quiet. Waiting for him to go on" (96). Gaines personifies nature as a living force in the lives of the agrarian workers. The sympathies of the land are with those who worked it, and as such the land, along with the listeners, pays tribute to Tucker's brother. This complex configuration of beauty, violence, and death is further illustrated in the landscape of the swamps in Gathering.
Gaines locates this uninhabitable geography, along with the cane fields, as ancestral ground. After Charlie Biggs's murder of Beau, he escapes into the swamps. Swamplands, with their humidity, moisture, and stagnation, are breeding grounds for insects and diseases, and thus are not typically celebrated as ancestral ground. However, these lands provide a safe haven for Charlie. The swamps are archetypal landscapes of freedom, for it is there that many runaway slaves took shelter and sought protection. Despite the time period of this story, Charlie's life as a sharecropper varied insignificantly from that of his enslaved forebears. And Charlie's flight into the swamps affords him the freedom to act with dignity and take responsibility for his actions. Following his immersion in this uncharted territory, he, like his enslaved ancestors before him, is able to claim his emancipation.
The wildness of this landscape contrasts with the cultivated fields on which Charlie labored. Retreating to an untamed territory, untouched by the Cajuns' technology, Charlie is able to decolonize his mind. The swamps' virtual isolation from the plantation order (highlighted by their position outside of the plantation, bordering the cane fields) typifies the independent agrarian spirituality of the African American pastoral. Charlie's immersion in the swamps correlates to his spiritual immersion into the sacredness of the ancestral Southern land. One of the elders, Rooster, claims that he " 'could smell the sweat, the field, the swamps in his clothes' " (183). Charlie's baptism into the swamplands is palpable: The men recognize that "there was something in his face that you see in faces of people who have just found religion" (193). In this manner, Charlie becomes part of the African American pastoral trinity, and his corporeal holiness is marked after his death, as Dirty Red initiates a sacred ceremony: "I leaned over and touched him, hoping that some of that stuff he had found back there in the swamps might rub off on me. After I touched him, the rest of the men did the same. Then the women, even Candy. Then Glo told her grandchildren they must touch him, too" (209-210). Dirty Red is once again the officiator of this spiritual moment, which points to the connection between the graveyard and the swamplands. The configuration of land and ancestors in these ceremonious events mark them as sacred. Jean Toomer's conviction that "time and space have no meaning in a canefield" (Cane 13) can be applied to these geographic sites as well. The land, transcending temporal constraints, becomes a locus of ancestral immersion. True to his African American pastoral sensibilities, Gaines stresses the fecundity and regenerative possibilities of the blood-soaked Southern soil. Sethe's escape from Sweet Home culminates in her passage through the Ohio River. Philip Page reads this body of water as symbolizing the "cultural, temporal and psychological division that the novel explores" (158). In short, the Ohio River is a symbolic geography that represents the line between enslavement and freedom: "As soon as Sethe got close to the river her own water broke loose to join it" (Beloved 83). As if to underscore Denver's river birth, Sethe crawls in an abandoned boat, and the whitegirl Amy Denver serves as midwife to her labor. Sethe is baptized in the Ohio River as her body is submerged in the flooded boat: "River water, seeping through any hole it chose, was spreading over Sethe's hips" (84).14 To the degree that Beloved is not a conscious memory for Sethe, Denver, and the community, as her very being suggests a linguistic rupture. Beloved exists outside of language and can only be accessed through communal rememory. The footprints that denote a trace of Beloved (which, incidentally, fit all of the community's feet) suggest a shared relationship to African American history. The newly freed community holds the trace of their enslaved forebears, a condition manifest in Denver's consumption of Beloved's blood and the old men's ingestion of graveyard pecans.
Unable to be captured within a sign-system, Beloved is felt in the signifiers that point to her presence: a rustle of a skirt, a moving picture, and footprints. As a synecdoche of the trace, Beloved exists in that gap between absence and presence. Again, the water motif has myriad implications for how we read the novel. Morrison By participating in acts of homage and commemoration, Gaines and Morrison resurrect and remember the spirit of those that came before. Karla Holloway's insight into Beloved as a monument for the dead is equally applicable to the graveyard in Gathering-"If Beloved is not only Sethe's dead daughter returned but also the return of all the faces, all the drowned but remembered faces of mothers and their children who have lost their being because of the force of that Euro-American slave-history, then she has become a cultural mooring place, a moment for reclaiming and for naming" (74). In this spirit, these texts are themselves offered as gravestones-visible markers that attempt to provide a resting place for the ancestors.
2. According to Roberta Hughes Wright and Wilbur B. Hughes, Ill, "So mixed is the record of funeral procedures during slavery, it is impossible to extract the truth. It is known that some 'masters' permitted funeral rites while others objected to them strongly. Some objected to the use of African drums to announce funerals, some banned singing at slave wakes, and others outlawed Black preachers at slave funerals" (xxv).
3. For a more comprehensive analysis of the survival of African funerary rites in the South, see Jamieson.
4. Although some tombstones erected to honor the dead were constructed of concrete and stone, most markers were made of wood and naturally disintegrated over time. According to Ann and Dickran Tashjian, "Elaborate gravestones were a sign that these slaves were held in high regard by their masters, whose expenditures also displayed their own social prominence in the community" (179). In addition, some slave masters "honored" their slaves by allowing them to be interred with the slave-holding family. The racialized boundaries of the South are also brought to bear in these cemeteries, as the slaves were often buried at the feet of their masters. This hierarchical system of ownership and lifelong servitude was further revealed by many tombstone inscriptions, such as "faithful servant" or "beloved African servant" (Kruger-Kahloula, "Homage" 319).
Cemeteries that have withstood natural damages of weather and time are also in danger of being erased. In our recent history, the Sea Islands graveyards in particular have been threatened, as this property has become more and more commercially valuable. 6. This African American pastoral spirituality resonates with African ancestor worship. Laurenti Magesa claims that in these spiritual practices ancestors "are sometimes referred to as gods" (49), and he further argues that "the ancestors, though dead, are present and continue to influence life in their erstwhile communities on earth; indeed, they are expected to do so. The presence of the dead is assumed" (48).
7. In ntozake shange's Sassafrass, Cypress and Indigo, Indigo manifests this type of pastoral trinity: "Whenever her mother tried to pull the moss off her head, or clip the roses round her thighs, Indigo was laughing. 'Mama, if you pull 'em off, they'll just grow back. It's my blood. I've got earth blood, filled up with the Geechees long gone, and the sea' (3).
8. Walker states that her intent is not to "romanticize the Southern black country life": "I can recall that I hated it, generally. The hard work in the fields, the shabby houses, the evil greedy men who worked my father to death and almost broke the courage of that strong woman, my mother. No, I am simply saying that Southern black writers, like most writers, have a heritage of love and hate, but that they also have enormous richness and beauty to draw from" ("Black Writer" 21).
9. Walker's and Killens's sentiment is echoed in Arthur Flowers' Another Good Loving Blues. The personal relationship with the Southern land is reflected in the protagonist's father, Lucas Bodeen, a man who "never did have as much respect for himself as he did for that land" (131). His intimacy with the land-he "bent down and took a handful of dirt, let it flow through his fingers and spread into the wind" (135)-is reminiscent of Walker's description, for in both instances there is an obvious affection, which is complicated by a realization of the brutal history the soil has witnessed. Despite his age and frailty, Bodeen still wakes up each morning to harvest cotton from the "dead land." The land-a hilly, unfarmable plot-is responsible for the father's working to infirmity and eventually losing his life. Soon after his death, his wife abandons the land, refusing to be bound to it any longer. 10. Identifying the ancestors as holy figures is also evident in August Wilson's The Piano Lesson. In this play, Berniece's healing is enacted through a ritual in which she calls on the ancestors for protection. However, in the initial version of the play, Bernice's incantation is directed to God: "Oh, Lord I want you to help me" was repeated fourteen times in succession. As Michael Morales indicates, "The change in song from a call to God to an appeal to the ancestors strengthens the African ritual properties of the play and simultaneously distances Berniece from a Christian context" (1 10).
11. Silas is reminiscent of King Barlo from Jean Toomer's short story "Esther." Barlo, described as the "best cotton picker in the county, in the state, in the whole world for that matter" (Cane 25), is the prototype for Silas, as both men have succeeded working the land in spite of the odds. King Barlo's placement in the first section of Cane is crucial, for he evokes an African American pastoral salvation. The sermon he delivers concretizes the mythical forces that are present, but remain largely unarticulated, as aspects of a land-based religion. He dismisses the notion of a heavenly father and, instead, looks to the earth for deliverance. Barlo's savior rises powerfully from the earth, not the heavens. In fact, the savior's enslavement by "white-ant biddies" (which in Barlo's text is akin to Jesus's suffering) resulted as his "head was caught up in the clouds" (Cane 23). For the informed African American pastoral reader, the presence of Silas in Gathering recalls King Barlo, and as such directs the reader to the power of an earth-centered spirituality.
12. Tucker's act is also reminiscent of the African ritual of "Beg Pardon" highlighted in Paule Marshall's Praisesong for the Widow. Gay Wilentz states that, in this ritual, "the living ask for atonement from the ancestors and beg forgiveness for those who no longer remember" (16). 
